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NOT YOUR DADDY'S RAM
YOUR RAM ADVENTURE
WHY STOP WHERE THE ROAD ENDS?
The NutHouse RAM PACKAGE is designed for the heart of the
explorer in all of us. It is in there - just waiting for the right time
and the right equipment to surface. Today is the day and the
NutHouse RAM PACKAGE is the right equipment. Maybe it is
recreational exploration on the weekend or perhaps full-on
overland travel. Either way, the NutHouse RAM PACKAGE
comes outfitted with all the equipment you need to take you
places you never thought were possible with your RAM.
Engineered to exceed all your expectations, your RAM
PACKAGE will equip you to take on all your on and off-road
challenges.
ENGINEERED TO PERFORM
The RAM PACKAGE is a precision package of components
engineered to work in harmony with each other and your
factory Ram setup. You won't have to worry about vehicle
compatibility issues or mixing and matching of aftermarket
parts.

RAM PACKAGE OVERVIEW
Superior Front Bumper Kit
Long Range Lighting Kit
Winch Kit - Up to 16,500 lb
Dual Sport Suspension Kit
Wheel and Tire Package
Raised Air Intake Kit
Tonneau Cover
Interior Packages
More Options Coming Soon!

IT STARTS UP FRONT WITH A SUPERIOR BUMPER
Any serious off-roader knows the bumper is the starting point
of any high performance build. Our bumper is designed with a
4mm thick stamped steel face to provide a serious level of
protection while accommodating a winch up to 16,500 lb. for
vehicle recovery. Massive ductile iron tow loops are rated for
extreme service and double as wear plates to slide over terrain.
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LONG RANGE VISIBILITY
Night driving, inclement weather
remote areas require the best in
visibility. The RAM PACKAGE is
available with the XK Glow and
Vision X lighting packages to keep
the path ahead clear and you safe!
BUILT FOR THE REAL WORLD
The RAM PACKAGE offers the
ultimate real world suspension kit,
the AEV 3" DualSport Suspension.
This advanced suspension system
allows for greater off-road
performance while also improving
driver comfort, vehicle handling on
road and factory load carrying
capacity. The DualSport Suspension
allows for larger tires, better
steering geometry, better handling
and reduced driver fatigue.
Bilstein 5100 series shocks were
developed exclusively for the
DualSport Suspension. Digressive
valving and low-speed dampening
provide great all terrain ride quality
while keeping your ride in control.
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WHEEL AND TIRE PACKAGES
The foundation of the RAM
PACKAGE starts with AEV precision
alloy wheels and the best in off-road
tire technology. Cast from A356/T6
Aluminum, the Katla and Salta HD
both feature recessed valve stems to
protect against off-road abuse. The
available BFG MUD-TERRAIN T/A
KM2 and BFG ALL-TERRAIN T/A
KO2 tires keep you firmly planted
and in control.
RAISED AIR INTAKE
Inspired by military and industrial
applications, the Raised Air Intake
provides your hard working engine
with the coldest and cleanest air
charge available. Available in Air
Ram or High Efficiency Dust
Filtration.
MAKE YOUR BED!
The RAM Package Tonneau Cover
offers cargo protection and security
for your bed. Good looking and
durable, the tri-fold design is easy to
use an built to hold up over time.

Set out from any
point. They are
all alike. All can
lead to a great
adventure.
BODY KITS, LIGHTING AND MORE
The RAM PACKAGE is also available
with wheel flares, graphics, and
more to set your Ram apart from the
crowd. Contact us for more info.
INSTALLATION & CUSTOMS
NutHouse Industries provides
installation and full customization.
We're a full service shop. More @
nuthouseindustries.com/services
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